Introduction {#sec1-2331216516670279}
============

Understanding speech under ideal conditions is seemingly straightforward. There is little ambiguity in the speech signal, and lexical activation is automatic, requiring minimal cognitive processing for decoding the message (e.g., [@bibr77-2331216516670279]). In real life, listening conditions are not ideal. The acoustic-phonetic cues of the speech signal are usually reduced or distorted by environmental factors, such as poor room acoustics, reverberation, and interference from background sounds and talkers ([@bibr3-2331216516670279]; [@bibr16-2331216516670279]; [@bibr23-2331216516670279]), as well as due to speaking styles, such as casual speech and regional or foreign accents ([@bibr55-2331216516670279]; [@bibr64-2331216516670279]; [@bibr123-2331216516670279]). Resolving the increased ambiguity due to these factors calls for cognitive mechanisms to be engaged (e.g., attention, use of grammatical and syntactical constraints, and semantic integration from context). This disambiguation must be accomplished at a rapid pace so that the conversation can continue. As a result, these cognitive mechanisms play an important role in compensating for factors complicating, and at times reducing, daily life speech communication ([@bibr34-2331216516670279]; [@bibr42-2331216516670279]; [@bibr68-2331216516670279]; [@bibr78-2331216516670279]; [@bibr117-2331216516670279]; [@bibr126-2331216516670279]; [@bibr139-2331216516670279]).

Similar to the environmental or articulation-related factors listed earlier, hearing impairment is another factor that can negatively affect speech intelligibility. This may be the consequence of missing speech cues due to reduced audibility or of distortions due to suprathreshold factors related to hearing impairment ([@bibr6-2331216516670279]; [@bibr27-2331216516670279]; [@bibr52-2331216516670279]; [@bibr100-2331216516670279]). Hearing devices can also change the speech signals, for example, due to front-end processing or due to the limitations of the speech transmission to the auditory nerve, as is the case for cochlear implants (CIs; [@bibr10-2331216516670279]; [@bibr61-2331216516670279]; [@bibr116-2331216516670279]; [@bibr121-2331216516670279]). Hearing impairment is closely associated with advanced age. A further compromise may occur due to age-related changes in cognitive processes ([@bibr19-2331216516670279]; [@bibr58-2331216516670279]; [@bibr109-2331216516670279]), additionally affecting perception of speech in adverse listening conditions in hearing-impaired (HI) individuals ([@bibr36-2331216516670279]; [@bibr39-2331216516670279]; [@bibr65-2331216516670279]).

Cognitive processes of speech perception have been of special interest to our group. The speech intelligibility tests commonly used for speech audiometry in clinical settings provide only a partial picture of an individual's speech communication skills. The intelligibility score provides a numeric value for speech perception, tested under ideal conditions of one (clearly articulated) word or sentence presented at a time, without revealing the underlying processes of the comprehension. In our research, we have employed new approaches to determine whether cognitive processes of speech comprehension for HI individuals differ from that of normal hearing (NH) individuals. For instance, we have studied whether HI listeners can benefit from top-down compensation mechanisms that facilitate speech perception by NH listeners in particular in adverse conditions---mechanisms through which listeners can fill in unheard or masked parts of the signal by relying on the context and their knowledge of the language and situation. If these mechanisms greatly differed in HI than NH, and if a cognitive compensation is less likely to take place, this difference could be one of the factors contributing to difficulties HI listeners experience in perceiving speech in noise.

To answer these questions, new methods, in addition to the traditional intelligibility tests, are needed. A number of possibilities have been considered in the past for such tests ([@bibr48-2331216516670279]; [@bibr51-2331216516670279]; [@bibr111-2331216516670279]; [@bibr137-2331216516670279]; [@bibr138-2331216516670279]). Here, we specifically focus on three mechanisms that can potentially be used for cognitive compensation in hearing impairment. Together, they present a comprehensive picture of the differences in cognitive processes of speech perception between HI and NH (varying from use of context for resolving lexical ambiguity to time course of comprehension). Specifically, these three mechanisms are as follows: (a) top-down restoration of speech, a cognitive mechanism that helps fill in missing speech segments and hence enhance speech perception; (b) increase in cognitive processing, listening effort, to maintain or enhance speech perception performance; and (c) use of context information and its time course, to resolve ambiguity at a high pace for real-time communication. The methods to quantify these cognitive compensation mechanisms include measurements of (a) speech intelligibility via phonemic restoration paradigm, (b) response times in verbal responses or via dual-task paradigm, and (c) eye tracking via the visual world paradigm.

Top-Down Restoration of Degraded Speech {#sec2-2331216516670279}
=======================================

The brain receives a continuous stream of perceptual information from which it has to build a coherent representation of the real world. To achieve this, the perceived pieces of information that belong to a common object need to be segregated (from others) and grouped together ([@bibr33-2331216516670279]; [@bibr129-2331216516670279]). Identification of perceptual objects in this manner makes perception easier and more efficient ([@bibr21-2331216516670279]). The tendency to form perceptual objects from perceived pieces can also enhance perception of degraded speech. As early as in the 1950s, [@bibr83-2331216516670279] observed that interrupted speech remains highly intelligible for a wide range of interruption rates (from very slow interruptions of 0.1 Hz to as fast as 10 kHz), despite missing a large amount of speech information. This is partially due to the acoustic and linguistic redundancy in speech signals, where speech cues are coded in multiple ways, and the rich sentential context, which provides additional information for resolving lexical ambiguity ([@bibr3-2331216516670279]; [@bibr74-2331216516670279]; [@bibr134-2331216516670279]). Hence, speech with missing segments can be perceptually restored using the acoustic and linguistic content of the audible speech segments, either locally or globally, using context ([@bibr5-2331216516670279]; [@bibr12-2331216516670279]; [@bibr114-2331216516670279]; [@bibr128-2331216516670279]). The top-down restoration can be so strong that, under specific circumstances, listeners may not even be aware of the missing part of a speech signal. [@bibr132-2331216516670279], for the first time, demonstrated this using speech with a silent gap filled with a coughing sound. While such nonspeech filler might not contribute to speech information, it nonetheless serves to create the illusion that the speech signal continues behind the coughing sound (or noise), throughout the interruption.

Adding a filler (usually a broadband noise) in the gaps of interrupted speech can also lead to an increase in intelligibility ([Figure 1](#fig1-2331216516670279){ref-type="fig"}). In this case, the filler noise hides the spurious cues generated by the silent gaps that can erroneously lead to exclude the correct word as potential candidate. The noise filler thus maintains a higher level of ambiguity, making it possible to select the correct word, perhaps by relying more on context cues. Hence, interrupting speech signal with silent intervals and filling these gaps with noise engage compensatory cognitive mechanisms that result in enhanced intelligibility. This intelligibility improvement, called phonemic restoration benefit, has been frequently used in our research to quantify the top-down compensation, in both presence and absence of hearing impairment. Figure 1.The waveforms are shown for the speech stimuli used in phonemic restoration experiments. The waveform in the upper part shows a sentence recording that is interrupted with periodic silent intervals. The waveform in the lower part shows the same sentence after the silent intervals are filled with filler noise bursts. The lower version is the one that induces phonemic restoration, and the difference in intelligibility as a result gives the measure of the phonemic restoration benefit.

Top-Down Restoration and Hearing Impairment {#sec3-2331216516670279}
-------------------------------------------

In one of our earliest studies, we measured the phonemic restoration effect with NH, mildly HI, and moderately HI individuals. Our results ([Figure 2](#fig2-2331216516670279){ref-type="fig"}, left panel) showed that while mildly HI individuals could benefit from phonemic restoration, moderately HI individuals could not ([@bibr7-2331216516670279]; [@bibr9-2331216516670279]). This observation implies that in mild hearing impairment (and with adequate amplification), top-down mechanisms can still be effectively used. However, as the degree of hearing impairment increases, these mechanisms seem to lose their effect. Perhaps both the loss of audibility and the distortions due to suprathreshold factors that typically accompany moderate to severe hearing loss reduce the efficacy of amplification ([@bibr6-2331216516670279]; [@bibr84-2331216516670279]; [@bibr100-2331216516670279]). As a result, the speech cues that are necessary to trigger the compensatory cognitive mechanisms are not adequately transmitted. Figure 2.Phonemic restoration benefit and how it changes with hearing impairment (left panel) and aging (right panel). The left panel shows the restoration benefit for varying levels of hearing impairment, as a function of the filler noise level. The right panel shows the restoration benefit for varying ages, with no hearing impairment, as a function of interruption rate. *Note*. Source: B[@bibr9-2331216516670279] and [@bibr108-2331216516670279].

Top-Down Restoration With CIs {#sec4-2331216516670279}
-----------------------------

In CIs, the speech signal is directly delivered to the auditory nerve via electric stimulation. This signal, mainly limited by the electrode--nerve interface, retains gross spectral information and the temporal envelope, while all spectrotemporal fine structure is lost ([@bibr10-2331216516670279]; [@bibr75-2331216516670279]; [@bibr113-2331216516670279]). The relearning of the spectrotemporally degraded CI speech requires substantial adaptation following the surgery ([@bibr71-2331216516670279]). While many CI users reach an acceptable level of speech perception in quiet, this is not universal, and there is a large variation in outcome measures across individual CI users ([@bibr20-2331216516670279]). Speech perception in complex environments with interfering background sounds remains a challenge ([@bibr30-2331216516670279]; [@bibr41-2331216516670279]; [@bibr45-2331216516670279]; [@bibr119-2331216516670279]).

As CI users have to cope with degraded speech on a daily basis, top-down restoration mechanisms are especially important for this population. However, it had not been clear whether implant users could benefit from top-down restoration, given the impoverished CI-transmitted speech. A number of studies from our lab, as well as by other groups, have shown that CI users have difficulties with perception of interrupted speech ([@bibr18-2331216516670279]; [@bibr25-2331216516670279]; [@bibr88-2331216516670279]). Our interest was, however, in phonemic restoration, that is, if there would be an increase in intelligibility once filler noise bursts were added to the gaps of the interrupted speech. To answer this question, we first conducted a number of studies with acoustic simulations of CIs. Adding spectrotemporal degradation to speech using vocoder simulations of CIs reduced phonemic restoration benefit ([@bibr8-2331216516670279]). A targeted training improved the overall performance of perception of interrupted speech combined with spectrotemporal degradation, yet the phonemic restoration benefit did not show ([@bibr12-2331216516670279]). Adding visual lipreading cues had the same effect ([@bibr13-2331216516670279]). Hence, overall results with simulated CI degradations indicated that CI users would not benefit from top-down restoration.

Our data from actual CI users, however, presented a more elaborate picture than the simulation studies had suggested. In the study by [@bibr17-2331216516670279], we measured phonemic restoration by CI users for a range of parameters that varied the duty cycle of speech and the presentation level of the filler noise. When the data were averaged across the CI users, there was no phonemic restoration benefit in conditions where such benefit was observed for NH listeners. This was in line with what was expected from the previous simulation studies. However, when the data were analyzed for individual CI users, the ones with the highest baseline intelligibility scores with uninterrupted speech in quiet (i.e., good performers) showed a restoration benefit ([Figure 3](#fig3-2331216516670279){ref-type="fig"}, left panel). Note that the causality in these data is not clear---are better CI users able to benefit more from top-down restoration mechanisms or are they good CI users because they use their top-down mechanisms better in general? Or, alternatively, are there other factors that make their devices work better in general, which then also leads to better restoration benefit in particular? Regardless, data combined from all of our studies on phonemic restoration hint at large variation in the use of cognitive mechanisms for top-down restoration within HI individuals and users of CIs, and hence at the importance of investigating individual differences, in addition to trends in group data. The individual variation likely is dominated by both the underlying physiological limitations of hearing impairment and the cognitive resources needed for compensation ([@bibr1-2331216516670279]; [@bibr43-2331216516670279]; [@bibr105-2331216516670279]). The results, especially when compared between simulations and actual CI users, have also indicated that the use of cognitive mechanisms is very much dependent on the nature and amount of speech cues that remain in the degraded speech. Figure 3.Phonemic restoration benefit shown for CI users (left panel) and in CI simulations with or without the voice pitch (right panel). The left panel shows the restoration benefit for individual CI users (in RAU scores), as a function of baseline sentence identification score. The right panel shows the restoration benefit averaged across NH listeners (in RAU scores) who were tested with an acoustic CI simulation, with or without the F0 cues, as a function of the number of spectral bands. *Note*. Source: [@bibr17-2331216516670279] and [@bibr28-2331216516670279]. CI = cochlear implant; RAU = rationalized arcsine unit; NH = normal hearing.

Interactive Effects of Voice Pitch and Spectral Resolution on Top-Down Restoration {#sec5-2331216516670279}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In a separate study, we have focused on the importance of voice pitch, that is, fundamental frequency (F0), for phonemic restoration. This was motivated by the fact that cues related to voice pitch are severely degraded in the speech transmitted by the CI ([@bibr10-2331216516670279]; [@bibr85-2331216516670279]; [@bibr140-2331216516670279]), and as a result, CI users have difficulties in tasks that rely on the perception of voice ([@bibr26-2331216516670279]; [@bibr47-2331216516670279]; [@bibr46-2331216516670279]; [@bibr49-2331216516670279]; [@bibr70-2331216516670279]). In general, F0 is an important cue for perceptual organization in auditory perception ([@bibr21-2331216516670279]; [@bibr33-2331216516670279]; [@bibr129-2331216516670279]). For speech, also, voice cues were considered important for fusing speech segments, for example, in perception of interrupted speech ([@bibr25-2331216516670279]; [@bibr53-2331216516670279]; [@bibr88-2331216516670279]). On the other hand, in such processes, prior knowledge of language and use of context also play a role ([@bibr5-2331216516670279]; [@bibr92-2331216516670279]; [@bibr114-2331216516670279]), which may be resources also available to CI users. Indirect support for this idea also came from [@bibr44-2331216516670279] who showed that whispered speech does not suffer from interruptions by a gated masker. Hence, while the data from CI users, as explained earlier, hinted at deficiencies in perception of interrupted speech, as well as deriving a benefit from phonemic restoration, it had not been clear how much the poorly transmitted voice cues per se may have contributed to this deficit.

Poor pitch perception with CIs likely contributes to the reduced ability to separate speech from background sounds ([@bibr30-2331216516670279]; [@bibr119-2331216516670279]). The limited spectral resolution available through the implant prevents proper transmission of the harmonic structure that supports pitch perception. However, the exploration of these effects is complicated by the fact that limited spectral resolution also directly affects the representation of other speech cues, contained in the spectral envelope. To tease apart the contributions of these two components on restoration benefit, we have developed a new approach to acoustic CI simulation using TANDEM-STRAIGHT ([@bibr67-2331216516670279]). This allowed us to produce speech where we could vary independently the resolution of the spectral envelope and the presence/absence of F0 (Clarke, Başkent, & Gaudrain, 2016). Removing the F0 cues by noise-exciting the spectral envelope produces speech comparable to whispered speech. When the resolution of the spectral envelope is reduced, this can be viewed as an extreme case of CI simulation where F0 cues are entirely eliminated, rather than severely degraded, as it happens in traditional methods (such as with noise-band vocoders). In contrast, preserving the original F0 cues produces natural speech when the full spectral resolution is preserved, or, when the resolution of the spectral envelope is reduced, another extreme case of CI simulation where the F0 information is entirely preserved. The right panel of [Figure 3](#fig3-2331216516670279){ref-type="fig"} displays the phonemic restoration benefit with NH listeners tested using the new simulation technique. More specifically, restoration benefit was measured with varying number of spectral bands, with or without F0. The systematic comparison of the two parameters (spectral resolution, on the abscissa; presence/absence of F0 as red and black circles) shows a strong interaction. When spectral resolution is high (16 bands), where the restoration benefit is present, or low (4 bands), where the restoration benefit is absent, presence or absence of F0 does not seem to matter (overlap of red and black circles). However, in the mid ranges of spectral resolution (6 bands), the range that yields intelligibility performance most similar to actual CI users (e.g., [@bibr18-2331216516670279]; [@bibr45-2331216516670279]), presence or absence of F0 seems to play a significant role in restoration benefit (larger benefit for red than black circles). Hence, these simulation results show that the interaction between bottom-up cues and the cognitive compensation is complex, and the exact amount and type of information provided by the hearing device can affect how much top-down restoration may occur.

Top-Down Restoration and Aging {#sec6-2331216516670279}
------------------------------

Hearing impairment is highly correlated with aging, and as a result, many HI individuals and CI users are also of advanced age ([@bibr20-2331216516670279]; [@bibr63-2331216516670279]; [@bibr72-2331216516670279]; [@bibr82-2331216516670279]; [@bibr99-2331216516670279]; [@bibr118-2331216516670279]). The results from the studies mentioned in the previous section showed a combined effect of hearing impairment and CI use with advanced age. To tease apart the factors of hearing status and age, we have studied the effect of age alone on phonemic restoration, without hearing impairment being involved ([@bibr108-2331216516670279]).

Advanced age is accompanied by changes in sensory and cognitive processes ([@bibr73-2331216516670279]; [@bibr135-2331216516670279]). On the sensory side, visual and auditory acuity declines ([@bibr24-2331216516670279]; [@bibr110-2331216516670279]; [@bibr122-2331216516670279]). On the cognitive side, while fluid intelligence seems to be negatively affected by advanced age, crystallized intelligence may be relatively preserved or may even continue to improve with older age ([@bibr50-2331216516670279]; Pichora-Fuller, Schneider, & Daneman, 1995; [@bibr112-2331216516670279]). Perhaps as a result of these changes, even in middle-aged adults with relatively NH, lower performance was observed in perceiving speech in interfering sounds when compared with younger individuals ([@bibr11-2331216516670279]; [@bibr107-2331216516670279]).

Previously, perception of interrupted speech ([Figure 1](#fig1-2331216516670279){ref-type="fig"}, top waveform) has been shown to be negatively affected by aging ([@bibr15-2331216516670279]), an effect mostly attributed to the age-related decline in temporal processing ([@bibr54-2331216516670279]). However, it was not clear whether older listeners could still effectively use the top-down restoration mechanisms, as the cognitive mechanisms, as mentioned earlier, are differentially affected by aging. If the cognitive factors such as processing speed or working memory were important for restoration, age would work against the restoration ability. If the cognitive and linguistic skills such as long-term linguistic knowledge and good use of context were important for restoration, age should not negatively affect restoration ability.

To answer this question, we measured phonemic restoration in young and older listeners, while eliminating hearing loss as a potential confounding factor by screening participants in both groups for (near) NH ([@bibr108-2331216516670279]). The right panel of [Figure 2](#fig2-2331216516670279){ref-type="fig"} shows the restoration benefit of the two groups. The older group benefited more than the younger group from phonemic restoration at 2.5 Hz interruption rate. The middle, top panel of [Figure 3](#fig3-2331216516670279){ref-type="fig"} from [@bibr108-2331216516670279], shows that the intelligibility of interrupted speech by silence at 2.5 Hz for the older group was significantly lower than that of the younger group, in line with previous observations on interrupted speech perception. This interruption rate matches the syllabic frequency of speech (2 to 5 Hz; [@bibr40-2331216516670279]; [@bibr127-2331216516670279]), which means that mostly syllables were deleted by the interruptions. This omission likely increases ambiguity and results in less contextual and sentential cues compared with slower interruption rates, where larger parts of words are available, or with faster interruptions rates, where more glimpses per word and syllables are available ([@bibr18-2331216516670279]). However, the insertion of noise in the silent segments activates the phonemic restoration mechanism, and so it is likely that this subsequently enables the older group to use their linguistic skills better, resulting in a larger improvement at 2.5 Hz. This reasoning is in line with Pichora-Fuller, Schneider, and Daneman (1995), who showed that older individuals benefit more from sentential context, and [@bibr14-2331216516670279], who confirmed that linguistic skills indeed seem to play an important role in the perception of interrupted speech in general. In parallel, using the gated speech paradigm---a form of interrupted speech where, instead of periodic interruptions, progressively longer segments of the same stimulus are presented---[@bibr86-2331216516670279] found that when supportive semantic context is lacking, HI individuals need longer sample of the initial part of the speech signal than NH listeners to identify the rest of the speech signal. This implies greater reliance of HI individuals on linguistic cues than NH listeners. This lends support to the idea that linguistic training may improve the performance of HI listeners in challenging listening situation. If these findings can be corroborated with further studies, then this is good news for older and HI populations, as linguistic knowledge and skills can be improved with appropriate training.

Final Remarks on Top-Down Restoration {#sec7-2331216516670279}
-------------------------------------

A general observation we were able to make, thanks to the phonemic restoration paradigm, is that there is a fine balance of how much and what type of speech degradation can be compensated by the use of cognitive mechanisms. For instance, very slow rates of interruption remove speech segments that are too long to be adequately restored by cognitive mechanism. On the other hand, very fast rates of interruption remove such short segments that intelligibility is hardly affected, thus leaving no room for improvement by engaging cognitive mechanisms. Similarly, too fine or too coarse spectral resolutions make the phonemic restoration benefit disappear. This indicates that, while cognitive compensation mechanisms likely play an essential role in everyday life situations, specific listening conditions or specific parameters on hearing devices may render them either inoperative or unnecessary.

However, our past work does not yet allow identifying which of the speech cues need to be preserved in order to be able to benefit from cognitive compensation. [@bibr120-2331216516670279] used cochlea-scaled entropy as a measure of quantity of information to replace with noise bursts, the information-bearing segments in sentences. They found, in NH listeners, that replacing high cochlea-scaled entropy segments resulted in similar loss of intelligibility for full-spectrum stimuli and for vocoded sentences. This indicates that some aspects of the speech signal are robust to spectral degradations and remain important for speech intelligibility even through vocoding. From this, one may extrapolate that there could be at least some cues on which both NH and CI listeners rely heavily for top-down compensation. The next challenge thus seems to be to identify these cues and find ways to preserve and perhaps enhance them in hearing devices.

Increased Cognitive Processing: Listening Effort {#sec8-2331216516670279}
================================================

The perception of degraded speech requires the allocation of additional cognitive resources, such as those related to verbal working memory and attention ([@bibr34-2331216516670279]; [@bibr68-2331216516670279]; [@bibr79-2331216516670279]; [@bibr104-2331216516670279]; [@bibr126-2331216516670279]; [@bibr133-2331216516670279]; [@bibr139-2331216516670279]), that is, an increase in listening effort. Allocating these extra cognitive resources to the task of speech comprehension is a necessary and useful mechanism for maintaining a high-level performance. However, this allocation may come at a cost as cognitive resources are considered to be limited and shared across tasks ([@bibr4-2331216516670279]; [@bibr66-2331216516670279]). Hence, increasing resource allocation for speech understanding could reduce the resources available for other tasks that need to be conducted in parallel to speech comprehension, negatively affecting the performance in these additional tasks (e.g., remembering what is said; [@bibr102-2331216516670279]). Further, sustained listening effort may lead to fatigue, a common complaint by HI individuals ([@bibr62-2331216516670279]; [@bibr81-2331216516670279]). A clinical tool to quantify listening effort, therefore, would be beneficial for optimizing hearing device settings.

In research on sensory perception, there is a long history of the use of response times to reflect cognitive effort, in an attempt to complement measures of detection or identification accuracy ([@bibr37-2331216516670279]; [@bibr69-2331216516670279]). In the field of communication systems, the value of such additional measures was soon recognized as well. Researchers showed that even if intelligibility for speech over degraded communication lines was high, further distinctions in sound quality could be made by using measures of listening effort, as measured in response times ([@bibr59-2331216516670279]), memory functions ([@bibr101-2331216516670279]), or performance on a secondary task simultaneously conducted in a dual-task paradigm ([@bibr22-2331216516670279]). In more recent years, attempts have been made to also explore listening effort in hearing impairment ([@bibr38-2331216516670279]; [@bibr76-2331216516670279]; [@bibr106-2331216516670279]; [@bibr111-2331216516670279]; [@bibr138-2331216516670279]), using a range of methods including self-report as well as behavioral and psychophysiological measures, but mostly in research settings. These methods have not yet been incorporated into routine clinical procedures. In our lab, we aim to both unravel the complex interactions between cognitive processes and hearing impairment and also to evaluate the methods used for this purpose for potential clinical applicability.

Behavioral methods do not require additional equipment, other than the typical setup of a computer, sound card, headphones, or speakers. Therefore, initially, we started exploring hearing deficiencies and listening effort using the behavioral approach of the dual-task paradigm, as it has been a long- and well-established method in the field of cognitive psychology ([@bibr66-2331216516670279]; [@bibr95-2331216516670279]). This paradigm is also of specific interest as it operates on the very assumption at the core of our working definition of listening effort; the interaction between two tasks that compete for limited cognitive resources. Variations of the dual-task paradigm have successfully shown that older listeners expend more listening effort than their younger counterparts ([@bibr56-2331216516670279], [@bibr57-2331216516670279]; [@bibr125-2331216516670279]), and so do HI listeners ([@bibr60-2331216516670279]; [@bibr62-2331216516670279]; [@bibr103-2331216516670279]; [@bibr124-2331216516670279]). This effect is further magnified when advanced age and hearing impairment are combined ([@bibr124-2331216516670279]). These findings again illustrate the clinical relevance of reducing listening effort for HI listeners. Recent research has also examined the potential benefits of hearing device features, such as noise reduction, on decreasing listening effort. More often than not, hearing aid noise reduction does not provide an improvement in intelligibility ([@bibr89-2331216516670279]). While not all dual-task studies examining the benefits of noise reduction show conclusive results ([@bibr87-2331216516670279]), some do suggest that noise reduction significantly reduces listening effort for speech perception in noise, in both NH ([@bibr111-2331216516670279]) and HI listeners ([@bibr35-2331216516670279]).

Listening effort, fatigue, and the need for appropriate clinical tools for quantifying these are highly relevant issues for CI users as well. Yet, at the time we started working on listening effort, there had been no study that explored this in CI users. One main challenge for such studies is the large variability in performance in CI users ([@bibr20-2331216516670279]). Therefore, we have taken a systematic approach. In one of our first studies ([@bibr93-2331216516670279]), we explored listening effort, quantified in a dual-task paradigm, with acoustic simulations of CIs. More specifically, we combined the primary task of intelligibility of degraded speech with a secondary visual mental rotation or word rhyming task. As these two tasks compete for limited cognitive resources, increased effort for the primary intelligibility task results in an increase in response times on the secondary task. We have manipulated the intelligibility of speech by changing the spectral resolution in the acoustic CI simulations ([@bibr45-2331216516670279]). As the number of channels increased, intelligibility, reflected by accuracy on the primary task, increased, and listening effort, reflected by response times on the secondary task, decreased ([Figure 4](#fig4-2331216516670279){ref-type="fig"}, left and right panels, respectively). The core finding of this study was that, while intelligibility plateaued at six channels, listening effort continued to improve to eight channels. Thus, while clinical speech audiometry indicates the same speech performance for both six- and eight-channel settings, only the listening effort measure would indicate the additional benefit of further increasing the resolution from six to eight channels. Hence, the study confirmed that speech audiometry may indeed not be sufficient to show changes in listening effort for differing listening conditions/device settings. We now continue this line of research for further understanding of factors that can reduce or increase listening effort in CI users, with potential clinical applications in mind ([@bibr94-2331216516670279]; Wagner, Toffanin, & Başkent, 2016; Wagner, Pals, de Blecourt, Sarampalis, & Başkent, 2016). Figure 4.Speech intelligibility from primary task (left) and response time from secondary task (right), measured in a dual-task paradigm, are shown as a function of the number of spectral channels of the acoustic CI simulation. *Note*. Source: [@bibr93-2331216516670279]. CI = cochlear implant.

Use of Context and Its Time Course {#sec9-2331216516670279}
==================================

Understanding speech requires the mapping of the signal onto stored mental representations. This mapping is not only affected by sensory information but also by listeners' knowledge about the context and situation. These top-down mechanisms become especially crucial in maintaining communication in adverse listening conditions, as explained earlier. To capture how quickly listeners can use this source of information, we have used eye tracking as an online measure of lexical decision making (Wagner, Pals, et al., 2016). Whereas intelligibility scores of speech audiometry reveal the end result of speech comprehension, the visual world paradigm, based on gaze fixations, can capture the time course of comprehension (e.g., [@bibr2-2331216516670279]; [@bibr32-2331216516670279]). Knowing the time course of comprehension allows us to compare how individual stages of speech processing, as they have been identified by models of speech perception (e.g., Shortlist: [@bibr90-2331216516670279]; Shortlist B: [@bibr91-2331216516670279]; TRACE: [@bibr80-2331216516670279]), are affected by signal degradation. The specific stages of interest are lexical access and lexical competition. During lexical competition, listeners map the heard signal to a number of matching mental representations. This means that subconsciously they consider homonyms (e.g., 'pair' and 'pear'), words embedded in other words (e.g., '*paint*' in '*paint*ing'), and words that share sound sequences (e.g., 'two lips' and 'tulips') as potentially the matching word intended by the speaker. The measure of gaze fixations in eye tracking reflects the finding that upon hearing speech stimuli that refer to objects displayed on a screen, listeners fixate their gaze on the object referred to almost instantly when the acoustic input has provided enough support for that specific object ([@bibr29-2331216516670279]). In short, gaze fixations reflect listeners' subconscious lexical considerations even before they are aware of their lexical decision.

As discussed before, use of linguistic context can be an effective compensation mechanism for understanding speech in adverse listening; however, the limitations of CI listening may compromise such compensation. We have used eye tracking to investigate whether degradations in CI speech would change the effectiveness of the use of sentential context. The speech signal evolves quickly, and the integration of all sources of information needs to occur timely, as delayed mapping of sound to meaning may increase the processing effort. By investigating the time course, we thus gain insight into processing bottlenecks. More specifically, we have asked the research questions if sentential context can help resolving ambiguity in word identification (lexical decision), despite the degradations of CI speech, and if so, would the time course be the same. In natural speech, listeners combine all sources of information in the sentence to predictively process later-coming information in the sentence ([@bibr31-2331216516670279]; [@bibr115-2331216516670279]). This means that, based on the integration of semantic information, as for instance with the thematic constraints given by the verb *crawl*, listeners can build up expectations about later-coming words. In this specific example, they would expect the words *baby* or *worm* to be more likely than words of inanimate objects.

We have measured the gaze fixations using the visual world paradigm as presented by Dahan and Tanenhaus (2004). The target word \["pijp (pipe)"\] of a sentence \[e.g., translated into English "At this point in the time the pipe has stopped smoking"\] is presented as a picture on the screen ([Figure 5](#fig5-2331216516670279){ref-type="fig"}), along with three other pictures, that refer to a word similar in sound \["pijl (arrow)"; phonological competitor\], a word similar in meaning \["kachel (stove)"; semantic distractor\], and a word not similar in sound nor meaning \["mossel (mussel)"; unrelated distractor\]. When no context is provided in the sentence, lexical competition would take place between the target (pijp) and the phonological competitor (pijl). When context is provided, that is, the verb *smoked* precedes the target, lexical competition between similar sounding words would be reduced and instead competition would take place between the target and the semantic distractor. Figure 5.Visual world paradigm screenshot used by [@bibr130-2331216516670279] in measuring gaze fixations as a quantification of time course of speech comprehension.

[Figure 6](#fig6-2331216516670279){ref-type="fig"} shows the data from gaze fixations, with high- and no-context sentences (left and right panels, respectively), and without and with acoustic CI simulation (top and bottom panels, respectively). Displayed are the proportions of fixations averaged across items and participants and the 95% confidence intervals. The most important result is the disambiguation point (marked with red arrows), where the proportion of target fixation (shown in gray in upper part of each panel) splits from phonological competitor. In natural speech, the disambiguation occurs much faster with context than with no context (comparison of the left to the right panel on top row). With degraded speech, a similar effect is observed, but the disambiguation point comes at a significantly later time (lower panels). This observation implies that context is still helpful in dissolving the ambiguity despite the degradation. However, the caveat is that the semantic distractor does not show an effect with degraded speech while it does with natural speech (top-left panel, indicated by the gray arrow). This observation implies that speech degradation reduces the efficiency of the semantic integration and also delays it considerably. This likely causes problems in real-life conversations, as they need to be carried out at a fast pace. In short, while in NH listeners, the use of semantic integration leads to a relief of resources needed for lexical access, this source of relief is not functioning properly when processing degraded speech. As a result, the degraded speech cues at the early stages of speech processing seem to affect the later stages, possibly (and negatively) affecting higher level cognitive functions. For example, the delayed processing will likely draw more on memory resources in CI users relative to NH listeners. Figure 6.Gaze fixations, shown as measured by a visual world paradigm. The left and right panels show the results for high- and no-context sentences, respectively. The top and bottom panels show the results for natural and degraded speech, respectively. *Note*. Source: [@bibr130-2331216516670279].

Conclusions {#sec10-2331216516670279}
===========

Overall, our studies suggest that there seems to be a fine balance and a complex interaction between the amount and type of bottom-up speech cues available in the case of degraded speech and how effectively the degradation can be compensated using cognitive mechanisms. Our overall results have shown that this balance can be disturbed in hearing impairment and use of hearing devices, making this population extra vulnerable in real-life noisy listening environments.

Our results with top-down restoration show that the restoration mechanism does not seem to be as robust for HI individuals and CI users as it is for NH individuals. A mild hearing impairment does not seem to hinder restoration, but a moderate hearing impairment does. The degradations caused by vocoder simulations seem to prevent restoration almost entirely, which could not be recovered by a short targeted training or added speech information, such as visual speech cues. The results from the systematic manipulation of voice pitch and spectral resolution in a new form of CI simulation show a strong interactive effect, where only a certain combination of the conditions produce a restoration benefit. In actual CI users, only the better-performing individuals seem to benefit from restoration. All combined, these observations imply that the top-down restoration mechanism can only be achieved in a more limited manner in HI and CI listeners compared to NH listeners.

Our results on listening effort indicate indeed that high-level speech intelligibility can be maintained when speech degradation becomes more severe; however, an increase in cognitive processing as compensation can also come at a cost. Our results on the use of context support this idea. Degradations to speech, applied via a vocoder to mimic CI signal degradation, still allow the effective use of sentential context. Yet this seems to come at the cost of delayed processing, which may have negative consequences in real-life communication where the conversation needs to be conducted at a rapid pace.

The cognitive compensation abilities seem to be highly variable across individuals. This is perhaps a combined effect from the underlying etiology and other physiological limitations caused by hearing impairment and the individual differences in the cognitive resources (linguistic knowledge, vocabulary, cognitive capacity, etc.) needed for compensation.

There is also a strong effect of age, an important factor as many HI individuals tend to be older. However, this effect is not easy to predict. While in some situations, such as in perception of interrupted speech, age has a negative effect, in some others, such as in phonemic restoration, older listeners seem to be able to effectively use cognitive compensation mechanisms. The latter is a very positive finding, as we have attributed the lack of a negative age effect to lexical and linguistic knowledge that seem to be retained in advanced age, and these are entities that can potentially be improved with proper training. Hence, our results also indicate the importance of potential training tools for improving perception of degraded speech in HI individuals.

Our results have also confirmed that the complex and interactive effects of cognitive factors in speech perception with hearing loss cannot be readily captured with the existing traditional speech tests used in the audiological practice. Measures for online speech processes and for cognitive factors may reveal more to speech comprehension and communication, especially in real-life conditions, than intelligibility scores alone. New methods (such as proposed by [@bibr94-2331216516670279]; Wagner, Pals, et al., 2016; Wagner, Toffanin, Başkent 2016; but also by [@bibr136-2331216516670279]; [@bibr138-2331216516670279]) need to be incorporated into these practices, as well as into research and development of new hearing devices. While dual-task paradigm is proven a robust psychophysical measure of listening effort in the lab, also based on a large number of studies in cognitive psychology (see [@bibr96-2331216516670279]), it can be relatively difficult to set up. The two tasks have to interact in just the right way. If one is too easy or too difficult, no or only minimal effects will be observed. Further, a dual task can be too taxing for an older HI person. In contrast, eye tracking and pupillometry are robust neurophysiological methods for quantifying cognitive mechanisms of speech perception and listening effort. While these require additional equipment, for populations where behavioral measures may be difficult to apply (such as in very young children), eye tracker still remains a good option, especially given that such technology is becoming more affordable. With such methods, device features may be better optimized and customized for individuals, by taking into account more complex mechanisms of speech perception. Similarly, manufacturers may be able to better assess new device features. There is a possibility that some device features are currently underassessed, due to lack of such measures, and are perhaps unnecessarily or prematurely discarded when they do not show a clear benefit in speech intelligibility. And finally, new rehabilitation and training programs can be developed that take into account the cognitive processes of speech, once we know which of these processes are robust or fragile in the face of hearing impairment.
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